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ABOUT CONFERENCE 

Conferenceseries proudly announces the “26th World Cardiology 
Conference” which will be held during March 23-24, 2022 at Osaka, Japan. 
The theme of conference is “New Insights in Cardiology for a diverse World”. 
Cardiology Congress 2022 Conference will be an investigation of new 
research Innovation in the field of Cardiology and spread the most recent 
advancements in heart disease prevention and rehabilitation. Discussion on 
new technology advancement in the field of Cardiovascular Disease, current 
practices in cardiovascular therapy, Cardiac progenitor cells, Hypertension for 
the primary care clinician, Stent procedure, Balloon Valvuloplasty, Coronary 
Thrombectomy, Noninvasive cardiac imaging, Heart failure, Congestive 
heart failure, Sports Cardiology and more. Detecting heart disease and other 
cardiac conditions, involves a team of healthcare professionals, of which the 
Cardiology technologist is a key player. The market is mainly driven by the 
increasing research funding for cardiology from governments and private 
investors, growing demand for personalized medicine in the U.S. and 
Europe, and the increasing need for toxicology testing.

WHY TO ATTEND?

Encounter the target market with members from across the globe, committed 
to learn about novel technologies and innovations in Cardiovascular Care. 
This is the best opportunity to outreach the largest gathering of participants 
from around the world. Conduct presentations, distribute and update 
knowledge about the advancements in Clinical Cardiology, Cardiac Imaging, 
and Cardiac Regeneration and in different fields of cardiology by receiving 
name recognition at this 2-days event. World-eminent speakers, most 
recent researches, latest treatment techniques and the advanced updates in 
Cardiology are the principal features of this conference.

Target Audience

Our Organization would be privileged to welcome the

• Directors of Clinical cardiology, Interventional Cardiology, Nuclear 
Cardiology, Pediatric Cardiology, Sports 

 Cardiology or related

• Programs or Associations

• Heads, Deans and Professors of Clinical cardiology, Interventional 
Cardiology, Nuclear Cardiology, Pediatric Cardiology, Sports 
Cardiology and related departments

• Scientists and Researchers

• Doctors

• Writers

• Founders and Employees of the related companies

• Clinical cardiology, Interventional Cardiology, Nuclear

• Cardiology, Pediatric Cardiology, Sports Cardiology

• Associations and Organizations

• Laboratory members and Students working in the field of Nuclear 
Cardiology 


